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NEW GLARUS, WISCONSIN                                                                                         NORTON WRAGG

I recently bought the cover illustrated above and on examination read the address properly ! Out of 
curiosity. I then 'Googled' New Glarus, Wisconsin and found that it has a very interesting connection with 
Switzerland. Two gentlemen went out from Glarus to find land for a possible settlement in America in the 
1840s. There were other settlers from Switzerland who moved to the area at the same time leading to it 
becoming known as 'Little Switzerland'. The nearest large town is Madison. I thought that it would make 
an interesting sideline.

Further Information from PTT Museum literature :Between 1820 and 1860 approximately 50,000 Swiss 
immigrants settled in what  is now the USA, mainly in  the Midwest.  Between 1860 and 1880 Swiss 
immigrants numbered some 50,000. New Glarus was first settled on 17th August 1845 by a group of 
immigrants from the canton Glarus. Durst and Streiff, the advance riding unit and in possession of all the 
cash, were for a while reported missing. When another Durst and Lagler found them they were in the 
process of building a large house for the immigrants at the location of today's school and church.

A New Glarus, Wi 53574 cancel was still in use in April 1989 and probably beyond. If anyone has any 
covers or cards from Switzerland to this area or any further information on the emigration from Glarus I 
would be interested in hearing from them.
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INTERNATIONAL POSTAGE DUE – A HEADACHE WITHOUT A CURE?                        BOB MEDLAND

In my early days of stamp collecting, for some reason postage dues held a particular fascination. Many 
years later the subject of postage due has become a specialist study area and on this theme I submitted 
a small display at the Society's recent Annual Meeting. Never having entered a philatelic competition 
before, I was both surprised and delighted to win the Moore Trophy for postal history. What follows is a 
summary of that display.

               
     Fig.1                                                      Fig. 2

The Pre-Stamp Era
Before the advent of the postage stamps and pre-payment, postal arrangements between the Swiss 
cantons and France were subject of various treaties governing the recovery of postage in respect of the 
distance  covered initially  within  the  originating  postal  administration.  Various  cantons  used differing 
currencies, weights and postal rates which made this a very complex affair. Fig. 1 is a relatively simple 
example of how the international refund was calculated in 1837. Posted at Basel, the cover was struck 
with a boxed cachet indicating the postal route SUISSE PAR BELFORT. A further boxed handstamp 
LB4K (Lettres Bâle, 4 kreuzer) confirmed the total postage payable, comprising the Cantonal charge for 
first-tier weight locally within Basel (2 kreuzer) and a further 2 kr for the distance between Basel and the 
cross-border rayon. The postal treaty between France and the Swiss cantons required this amount to be 
shown in the form of a 'Schnörkel' mark, this being the large manuscript '4' (that looks more like an 'n'). 
The exchange office in Belfort applied the red 2 handstamp, advising that 2 decimes was to be repaid to 
Basel postal authority. The destination in Mulhausen was within the local rayon so nothing was payable 
to the French postal administration under the postal treaty arrangements.

    
       Fig.3                                                                           Fig. 4

Postage Due Marks and Stamps
Over 40 years after  the introduction of  postage stamps – and pre-payment subsequently becoming 
mandatory – the UPU congress of 1874 regularised the treatment of under-franked international mail. 
The sending postal authority was required to mark such covers with a clear letter 'T' representing 'Taxe a 
payer'.  Different  countries developed their  own distinctive styles of  'T'  handstamps that  endured for 
decades thereafter. Figures 2 and 3 respectively show the German rounded oblong and the French 
triangular  styles.  The  receiving  postal  administration  needed  to  be  aware  of  the  rates  of  postage 
originally payable (hence the deficiency),  also the currency exchange rate in  order to  calculate the 
amount due. Postage due stamps, first issued by the Swiss federal post office in 1878, were issued for 
accounting purposes to ensure that the delivery postman collected the amount due from the addressee 
and paid it in at the end of his round.
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       Fig.5                                                                                Fig. 6

Passing on the Tax Burden
The difficulty of collecting postage on international mail was compounded if, for some reason, the item of 
mail could not be delivered and had to be returned to the sender or forwarded to another country. This 
could result in postage due stamps of different countries being affixed to the same item of mail. Figure 4 
shows a postcard sent from Great Britain to Italy and re-addressed to Switzerland. The Italian postage 
due stamp was not cancelled but the postcard was folded in half, sealed with an official label and sent 
onwards. Swiss postage due stamps were affixed and the tax collected. Similarly Figure 5 is a postcard 
sent from France to Switzerland, marked initially with a French pencilled T; the PTT tried to collect the 
tax with the over-struck 25c stamp but it was cancelled Ungültig as the card was re-directed to France 
where the tax was eventually collected after a further re-direction. Figure 6 shows a remarkable cover 
bearing  three different  countries'  postage dues.  Sent  originally  from the USA to  France,  it  was re-
addressed to Switzerland but the miniature label advises that ultimately it could not be delivered; the 
letter was returned to the sender in California. Perhaps appropriately, the sender had to pay the postage 
due that arose from his under-payment in the first place. Note that both the French and Swiss postage 
dues had been annulled,  the former with manuscript  ‘X’,  the latter  by UNGÜLTIG handstamp, thus 
cancelling the respective postmen's liability for the postage due.

                                        
 Fig.7                                                                                Fig. 8

Gold Centimes
As discussed in an article in the Newsletter earlier this year, inter-war currency fluctuations created the 
need for a steady conversion factor relative to the Gold Standard. The conceptual gold frank/centimes 
provided postal  authorities  with  a  ready-reckoner  for  calculating  the  correct  amount  due  for  under-
franked international mail. Figure 7 shows an under-franked letter sent to USA, franked with only the 
basic overseas postage of 30c. The manuscript 2 at top-left indicates that the letter was in the second
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tier of weight (over 20g) so a further 20c was payable, indicated firstly by the circled-T handstamp. The 
postage due was calculated as the shortfall, less franking, then divided by the correct postage; thus (50-
30)/50 = 40c. Converted to gold centimes at 0.83 = T33/3, first written then struck by handstamp. On 
arrival, the American post office calculated the exchange rate from gold centimes to be 7 cents payable, 
duly  marked  and  collected  against  postage  due  stamps.  Figure  8  shows  an  incoming  1964  cover 
similarly marked by the Italian post office with a boxed cachet T 36/CENT ORO.

Taxe R  é  clam  é  e/Taxe Per  ç  ue  
The system was still unsatisfactory for two main reasons: firstly it was a complex administrative burden 
to collect tiny sums of money and, secondly,  the sending postal authority lost out on the shortfall  in 
postage. UPU regulations stipulated that under-franked international mail should not be delayed and that 
the receiving postal administration should collect and retain the postage due.

However, the Swiss postal administration (and others) soon devised a means of preventing this loss of 
revenue although it was dependent upon the sender having provided his name and address. An under-
franked item would be forwarded after being struck with a handstamp Taxe Réclamée' or 'Taxe Perçue' – 
see Figure 9. Apparently post offices were left to design and order appropriate handstamps, hence there 
are many varieties of these handstamps on covers,  always in black ink.  This advised the receiving 
country's post office that recovery of the under-franking had been dealt with back at home.

           
       Fig.9                                                                                        Fig. 10

Collection of the postage deficiency needed to be cost-effective so the operation was kept as simple as 
possible. The post office sent an advice note to the sender, advising that the franking deficiency had to 
be paid at their nearest post office. This advice was in the form of either a slip attached to a payment 
card or a two-part postal stationery card. Figure 10 shows official stationery label no. 514, printed from 
November 1924 onwards that remained in use until April 1990.

Incoming Taxe Per  ç  ue   
Other countries were evidently on the ball when it came to retaining payment for postage due. Examples 
from Germany in  the immediate aftermath of  World  War  II  are fairly  common,  probably due to the 
difficulty in  obtaining  stamps at  that  time –  see Figure  11.  Freiburg  post  office  was  evidently  well-
prepared for handling unfranked overseas mail, leaving a 'Taxe perçue' handstamp prepared with a fixed 
value of Rpf75. Possibly there were others at different values. (Continued on Page 75).

                 
  Fig.11                                                                            Fig. 12
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NEWS FROM THE SHORES OF LAC LEMAN 
 
Peter Hobbs, the previous editor of your newsletter, was the first to respond to my request for interesting 
news items. He would like me to draw your attention to an article printed last year in the newspaper '24h 
de Lausanne (VD)' translated by Marc Guillon :

'Simenon's Postman has Gone – The village of Denges-Échandens (VD) has lost its first postal official. A 
veritable encyclopaedia of the history of the village, Lucien Cuendet has turned his last page. Born in 
1920 near Vallorbe he became the postman of Échandens in 1953. He saw the building of the first Post 
Office in 1956, the construction of the motorway under his windows in 1964, the introduction of the 
postal code numbers and the new Post Office in 1982. As well as running the post, he shared with his 
wife a passion for music and travel to the four corners of the earth.

Georges Simenon, who lived in the Chateau of Échandens from 1957 to 1960, much appreciated the 
professional qualities of Lucien Cuendet such that he trusted him with all his postal business and Giro 
payments. Lucien has gone, leaving behind 65 years of life with his wife, full of love, souvenirs and droll 
stories.'

The illustration  shows  the  joint  issue  of  stamps  in  1994  with  special  cancellations  based  on  three 
locations related to Simenon in Switzerland, France and Belgium.

LUNABA

The Swiss Stamp Dealers' show in Luzern on 3rd - 5th September 2010 will include a number of exhibits 
including Bundesfeier cards and 'The Post in Switzerland 1600 – 1850'.  The postal  organisations of 
Austria,  Germany,  Liechtenstein  and  Switzerland  are  sponsoring  a  'New  Issues  Show'  in  which 
collectors compete in a single-frame competition consisting only of covers and stamps issued after 1970.

NEWS FROM AMERICA

Interesting articles in recent editions of the AHPS's journal 'Tell' include :

In May :

'Swiss Carbon-Impregnated Folded Typewriter Postcards (FTPs)' – Robert Bell
'Swiss Post Box ; Mail Handling in the 21st Century' – George Strubel
'The New Machine Cancel Handbook' – Richard T. Hall
'Notes About Swiss Aircraft Research' (details of useful websites) – Steve Weston
Varying perforations of the Pro Juventute stamps (ref. BBZ Feb. 2010) – Richard T. Hall

In July :

'Switzerland's Postal Envelope Production 1867 – 1886' by Harlan F. Stone.
The second part  of  'Seldom Found on Cover -  A Study on Early Swiss Airmail  :  The Swiss 30 Rp. 
Helvetia (F1) Airmail Stamp with red overprint.' by Hugo Ruoss
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FUTURE REGIONAL MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY

Northern Group Syllabus 2010/11                                                       

2010
11th September – Hotel Posts – Derek Dawson; My Heimat and Soldier Stamps – Ruth Dawson.
2nd October – New Acquisitions/Member's Choice – All Members.
6th November – Non-philatelic Flights – Dennis Cairns.
4th December – Switzerland 1950 – 2010 - Tony Hoyle 

2011
8th January – More Sitting Helvetia Perf. - David Whitworth.
5th February – Definitives from 1960 – All Members.
5th March – Chairman's Presentation – Michael Proctor.
2nd April – AGM and Competitions – All Members.

All meetings to be held in Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.p.m. Further 
details from David Hope : Tel. 0161 303 0091.                                                     

Southern Group – Next meeting on Saturday 23rd October commencing at 10.30.a.m. The main speaker 
will be Claude Mistely with a display entitled "The Swiss Military 1291-1930". Members are invited to 
bring along military-related material  covering the  years from 1930 onwards.  Werner  Gattiker  will  be 
present with his sales table. Teas/coffees and buffet lunch in convivial surroundings. Further details from 
Fred Hoadley : Tel. 01403 711987.

N.B. The turnout for this Group's last meeting was the lowest on record. Many of the 'regulars' were 
unfortunately on holiday, but whatever the reason, the small audience was very disappointing for the 
main speakers who had worked hard and long on their outstanding displays. Please make a note of both 
Group's next meetings now and make a point of trying to be there if you possibly can. As a long term 
member of the Southern Group I am sure that you will enjoy it and, knowing Claude, you will learn quite 
a lot at the same time.(Editor) 

THE SVPS BULLETIN                                                                                                      ERIC LIENHARD

There were a number of interesting articles (in French or German) in the February 2010 edition of this 
publication including :
New Machine Cancels Catalogue for Canton Ticino (in Italian) – Roberto di Casola - 2 pages.
Result  of  Votes for  the  Best  Three Cancels  in  2009 – K/S,  Slogan and IFS 2 (Intelligent  Franking 
Systems) – Peter Klingelfuss - 4 pages.
Guide to Identifying EMAs (Electronic Metermarks) – Bernard Lachat - 5 pages.
Relief Cancel, Vaduz – Peter Klingelfuss  - 4 pages.
Variations in IFS 2 type 10 Impressions – Othmar Pignat - 3 pages.
A Little of Everything (PP Cancels) – Othmar Pignat - 3 pages.
Razor Blade Cancel 6.01 Geneve – Peter Schlatter - 3 pages.

There is also an 8 page report on the Society's Annual General Meeting. The Editor would be interested 
to hear from any members who have particular interests in cancellations, as to whether they are able to 
benefit from such articles. All the SVPS bulletins we receive are kept in the HPS's Library for reference.

INTERNATIONAL POSTAGE DUE – A HEADACHE WITHOUT A CURE? (Cont.)            BOB MEDLAND

Recent Years
Postal administrations seem to have little appetite for the cost-effective collection of small amounts of 
postage due. The 'taxe perçue' arrangement is little used and generally, whilst  the franking deficiency is 
duly noted on covers by the sending administration, the amount collectible is ignored by the receiving 
post  office – see Figure 12.  However,  there are still  exceptions to the rule – perhaps applied 'pour 
encourager les autres'.

Note - In the interests of saving space in the Newsletter, the material has been extracted, reassembled  
and retyped. As such it does not fully reflect the high quality of Bob's original layout and presentation. 
(Editor)
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FURTHER MEMORIES OF POSTAL SERVICES IN THE PRÄTTIGAU                         DEREK DAWSON

Whilst  Ruth  and I  were  visiting  the  village of  St  Antonien in  the  Prättigau we  met  Konrad Flütsch. 
Generations of Konrad's family had provided postal  services to the residents of this community and 
Konrad, in his role as local historian, had kept a record of their activities. He recalled the following items 
of interest for us :

Konrad Flütsch's family were very involved from the earliest. Before 1922 Andreas Flütsch drove the 
horses followed by Andreas Luck and Luzi Flütsch. From 1927 to 1954 Andreas and Luzi transported 
people and post during the winter from Pany to St Antönien. Christian (Hitsch) Flütsch, who went to 
school with Konrad from the age of seven, still runs a horse drawn carriage service in Klosters which he 
has done so for the last fifty odd years.

In the 1850s the post was brought up from the valley by a post messenger. It was then distributed from 
St Antönien to Ascharina and Rüti by a lady selling eggs from house to house. One newspaper was 
delivered as well and did the rounds and was discussed by the ladies doing their knitting.

After 1876 the post messenger collected and delivered to St Antönien six times a week either on foot or 
with a horse and cart from Dalvazza via Pany. In 1885 the road was improved and a post coach was 
able to reach the outer sections of St Antönien i.e. Rüti and Ascharina. 1899 saw a regular postcoach 
service which opened the area to tourism, and the locals were able to go down the valley to Jenaz. 

During eight months of the year a coach and one horse were used but in the busy summer months an 
extra horse was needed. The service was from St Antönien to Dalvazza twice a week and it took four to 
five hours each way costing Fr.1.40 in the winter and Fr.2.15 in the summer. A sledge was substituted for 
the coach during the winter as and when necessary.

In 1927 the first postauto was introduced for the summer months. This was approved by the village 
although  some thought  that  tourists  would  spoil  the  village,  while  others  were  concerned  for  their 
chickens' safety on the roads. It was a success, and 1928 saw a fifteen seater postauto introduced.

In the winter of 1933/34 there was so little snow that the postauto was in service the whole time. In 1935 
there was so much snow that avalanches killed seven people. 1953/54 saw the first  snow plough and 
lorry so the bus was able to use the road throughout the winter. There were three post offices in the St 
Antönien area - in the Rüti Haus Boden (locally called the Posthaus), in Ascharina and in der Stelli.  Rüti 
closed its office in 1947 and Ascharina in 2002. St Antönien now has a post counter within a local shop.

Editor's Note – members will recall that a long article by Derek and Ruth on the Prättigau appeared in 
the 2010 edition of the Newsletter. Those members who would like to see the extensive collection of 
postal material from this beautiful area of Eastern Switzerland should go along to the next meeting of the 
HPS's Northern Group on Saturday 11th September (see Page 75). 

Derek and Ruth have recently been on another motoring holiday in Austria, Germany and Switzerland.
They tell me that they drove over 1,700 miles without seeing a pothole ! Among the places they visited 
were  Belalp and Engelberg, Klosters, the Oberalp and the Furka and Gotthard Passes. Through a friend 
they were introduced to a postcard dealer in Chur. He had a number of lovely items that they purchased 
to add to Ruth's heimat collection. He has a stock of some 20,000 cards from all over Switzerland which
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FURTHER MEMORIES OF POSTAL SERVICES IN THE PRÄTTIGAU  (Cont.)            DEREK DAWSON

Derek thinks may be of interest to some of our members. Anyone who wants the dealer's details should 
contact the Editor. The illustration above shows two of the cards they bought. The one on the left is from 
St Peter in the Prättigau Valley and the one on the right shows Maladers where Ruth's father was born.

A SOURCE OF FASCINATING FACTS

I was browsing through my copy of ''Philately, A 100 Times' by Peter Meier which was sponsored by 
Swiss  Post  in  2000.   A very  well  presented  and  fascinating  tome.  If  you  need  reminding  of  the 
tremendous range of material that Swiss philately has to offer, then a few minutes thumbing through this 
book would pay dividends. Among the many fascinating facts that I noted were :

   The Basel Dove 1849, the first  stamp printed in three colours, was printed in Germany and was 
designed by an architect  Melchior  Berri  (1801 – 54)  – the designer  of  the Museum of  Nature and 
Ethnology (now of Culture) in Bern and several early postboxes, some of which can still  be seen in 
Basel.

     Although the Double Geneva 1845 pair were sold to the public at 8 rather than 10 cents, recipients of 
unstamped covers were charged the full 10 cents.

     Only two copies of the private hotel advertising label/vignette from 'Privat-Hotel Tognoni' in St. Moritz 
are known to have survived.

Some of the coloured illustrations relate to recent articles in our Newsletter. For example, on Pages 61 
and 65 of the book there are illustrations of covers cancelled by the postmasters, Jakob Lutz from Buhler 
and Louis Monnin from Bellelay; and on Page 163 there is an example of a catapult mail cover from the 
steamship 'Bremen' in 1929 together with a photograph of the seaplane on the catapult.

A copy of the book can be borrowed from the Society's Library.(Editor)

NEW BOOK – 'PHILATELY OF SWITZERLAND'

The long-anticipated book by the American Helvetia Philatelic Society : 'Philately of Switzerland : An 
Introductory Handbook' has now been published. Pre-publication orders by AHPS members seemed to 
be going well. Our Librarian is looking into obtaining a copy, but shipping costs appear to be quite high. I 
will keep you informed when I receive more details. (Editor) 
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